WALK AUDIT HIGHLIGHTS
COM PLETE STREETS PLAN

SUMMARY:
Approximately 25 community members attended a walk audit for the Beverly Hills Complete Streets Plan on Saturday,
June 9th, in addition to Commissioners and City staff from a cross-section of departments. Participants were split into
groups to conduct a 90-minute walk audit, followed by tabletop exercises focused on how to re-design each corridor.
The first group walked from Crescent Drive to Wilshire Boulevard while the second group traveled along South Santa
Monica Boulevard. Participants were then asked to identify safety concerns for pedestrians, bicyclists, vehicles, and
transit along their route and to offer suggestions for improvement.
ROUTE 1: CRESCENT DRIVE TO WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
Participants were most concerned with vehicular speeding and conflicts between vehicles and cyclists/pedestrians at
intersections. They also noted the introduction of the Purple Line and how that would impact pedestrian travel as well
as a need for rideshare drop-off areas. Additionally, they addressed the need to enhance parking options along this
route.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Participants desired design solutions to slow traffic. The intersection of Crescent and South Santa Monica was the area
of greatest concern. Suggestions included:
•
•
•
•

Reducing the turn radius
Adding a second turn lane
Enhancing visibility of speed limit signs
Introducing scramble crossings

Another theme was the desire to indicate shared-use zones for bikes, scooters, and pedestrians. Participants were
interested in the potential for a pedestrian overpass to encourage more pedestrian traffic. Finally, along Crescent,
they recommended adding digital parking occupancy signage and to remove permit parking on the east side.

ROUTE 2: SOUTH SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
Participants were most concerned with vehicular speeding along South Santa Monica Boulevard. Additionally, they
identified narrow sidewalks as inhibiting pedestrian activity for the restaurants and small businesses located on the
North side of the street.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Participants were most concerned with the traffic infractions along this route among vehicles and cyclists, though
they did not offer many suggestions for improvement other than enforcement of existing rules (ex. no right turn on
red).
They were excited about the scramble crossings and suggested additional data be collected a few months after
introduction in order to understand the impact. They were supportive of the partial road diet and eager to see it
implemented on a larger stretch of the corridor.
They also noted that utility boxes make the sidewalk more narrow, inhibiting outdoor patio space for area businesses.
In addition to business concerns, they noted that wheelchairs and strollers have a hard time navigating this area.
NEXT STEPS:
Community feedback will be incorporated into the network maps for each modality. Additional events are planned
that will continue to solicit feedback and public input throughout the plan development, including an August 22nd
Workshop, and monthly Traffic and Parking Commission meetings.

